BDSFA

Barking and Dagenham Schools’ Football
Association (Primary)
Winners Finch League 1956, 1962, 1966, 1977, 2002, 2011, 2013, 2018
Winners Crisp Shield 1951, 1952, 1974, 1992, 1994, 1995, 1996, 2006
Winners Lester Finch Trophy 2010
Winners Essex 7-a-side 1999, 2002, 2006, 2007, 2012, 2013, 2015
Winners National 7-a-sides 2012

Minutes of AGM 31/10/18
1. Present – Dave Moore (Life Member), Chris Wilding (Life Member), Paul
Squibb (Valence), Lisa Watkinson (Valence), Martin Rose (Ripple), Donna Rose
(William Bellamy).
2. Apologies – Aaron Hunwicks (Northbury), Daniel Webber (St Joseph’s
Dagenham), Rob Reynolds (Gascoigne), Nikki Gabriel (Five Elms), Peter
Duggins (Life Member), Graeme Farquhar (Life Member), Steve Ley (Roding),
Liane Prior (The Leys)
3. Minutes of last meeting - were read and agreed.
4. Matters Arising –
(i) CW gave an update on the proposed redevelopment of Parsloes Park which
is set to see the creation of a new ‘hub’ as part of a £6 million investment from
the council, the Football Foundation and other relevant parties. Essex FA has a
full-time member of staff employed to oversee the project and BDSFA has been
approached to be a key partner. The plan is to construct seven new 11-a-side
pitches (although they will now be a later addition), alongside three 3G floodlit
11-a-side pitches, with markings for 5, 7 and 9-a-side games. The facility will also
have toilets, café, social space, a classroom, changing rooms and showers.
DM and CW have attended several meetings and hope to secure the centre’s
use for district football. It is also hoped that schools will use the pitches for
borough competitions etc. The planned completion date is September 2019;
(ii) Finances: Last year, DM reported a healthy surplus of funds which were
allocated to several projects (see last year’s minutes). Shortly after the AGM,
BDSFA received notice of two major funding cuts potentially damaging to the
association: the ESFA funding usually allocated to district associations was
instead directed to county SFAs to allocate as they wish; and the £2000 Premier
League grant for running district teams was to be cut to £750 for that season
and would not exist beyond 2017/18. The BDSFA committee therefore decided
to halt the spending of the surplus until confidence regarding future finances
was strengthened. DM and CW have been pursuing alternative income
streams. CW has secured over £1600 for the girls’ district team via various
supermarket token schemes and the Barking & Dagenham Lottery has
provided several hundred pounds so far (see Any Other Business).
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(iii) Graeme Farquhar volunteered to oversee the Barking & Dagenham Cup,
Barking & Dagenham Trophy and Evans-Moore competitions. GF changed jobs
at Easter, now teaching outside of the borough. This meant that the
organisation of the Evans-Moore Plate and Barking & Dagenham Cup/Trophy
finals was taken on by DM. CW thanked DM for stepping in as well as GF for his
many years organising borough competitions and managing the district teams
alongside DM and CW (see Chairman’s Report and Secretary’s Report).
5. Chairman’s Report - (See separate sheet after A.O.B.)
In addition, the subject of academy football was raised. Members were
encouraged to seek out BT Sport’s No Hunger In Paradise film, based on the
book by Michael Calvin, for a perceptive insight into some of the difficulties
players and families face through their experiences at professional clubs.
6. Secretary’s Report - (See separate sheet after A.O.B.)
7. Treasurer’s Report - (See separate sheet after A.O.B.)
As with last year, both district and non-district accounts are currently in credit.
At the previous AGM a spending plan for the surplus was agreed. However,
changes to income mean a thriftier approach is wise – at least on a temporary
basis (see Matters Arising). The surplus of funds has decreased slightly and it is
unclear at the moment whether this will be a pattern that is repeated.
District football accounts for the bulk of spending although savings have been
made by playing less home matches, cutting down on pitch, referee and
refreshment fees. DM and CW have also increased their fundraising activities.
Entry fees for competitions have also been increased to a £20 flat rate: schools
have been accepting of the changes and competition entries have remained
high. DR suggested asking for further donations from schools however DM
recommended that the current changes were sufficient for the time being.
8. Competitions 9-a-side competitions:
Barking & Dagenham Cup: Winners – George Carey C of E Primary
Barking & Dagenham Trophy: Winners – William Ford C of E Primary
33 schools entered last year’s competition with Robert Clack Leisure Centre
used as a new venue for the finals. Thanks must go to Robert Clack and the
school staff for helping out at short notice. Both matches were played
simultaneously which proved a diverting spectacle.
CW is acting as competition secretary, although school staff are encouraged
to get involved as GF’s workload is now split between CW and DM – who
already have varied commitments both within and outside of the association.
Thirty-two schools have entered this year’s competition, meaning teams are
drawn onto eight groups of four.
Only Y6 pupils may play in BDSFA 9-a-side competitions. Any school found to
have played a Y5 will be eliminated.
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Thank you to the Barking & Dagenham Post for their continuing sponsorship.
CW also expressed thanks to schools who allowed their pitches to be used by
others.
Small-sided competitionsEvans-Moore Cup: Winners – Valence Primary School: DM agreed to oversee
the Evans Moore Cup to be held on Saturday 3rd November at Robert Clack
Leisure Centre. Schools were reminded that this is a 7-a-side competition for
Y5/6 only (best team). The winners will represent the borough in the Danone
Trophy county finals and the Community Cup. Therefore, penalties will be
required in the event of the final being drawn. No contact has been made by
Essex FA regarding this year’s county heats so CW agreed to make enquiries.
Henry Green were nominated by CW to represent the borough in any
equivalent girls’ competitions. Members agreed the motion unanimously.
Evans-Moore Plate: Winners – Monteagle Primary School: The Evans-Moore
Plate is a B-TEAM 7-a-side competition held in the summer term. As such, no
boys’ district, academy or Evans-Moore Cup players should feature. Boys and
girls are both eligible from Y5 and Y6. This year’s competition was held at Robert
Clack Leisure Centre for the first time. A competition secretary is yet to be found
– please contact DM if interested/available.
Monteagle Shield: Winners – Henry Green Primary: Since the change of format
to a 5-a-side knockout tournament, the Monteagle Shield has grown year-onyear. This season 24 entries have been received, making it the biggest girls’
competition we have held. Thanks go to Joe Appleyard who has sponsored
the Monteagle Shield this year. CW will act as competition secretary.
Ballerz Girls’ League: Winners – Henry Green Primary: CW will act as competition
secretary for the girls’ league. CW expressed thanks to Aaron Hunwicks from
Ballerz who will sponsor the league again. Sixteen teams have entered and the
draw has been sent to schools. Last year, the league was restructured at the
request of members so that Super Six teams played each other again. This led
to post-SATs fixture congestion. Therefore, the league has been reduced from
three to two stages to help reduced difficulties later in the year.
BDSFA small-sided competitions are Y5/6 ONLY to comply with ESFA’s ‘two year’
rule. Should schools wish to play pupils in Y4 during friendly matches, no Y6
pupils should be playing. To clarify, Y3/4 can play Y3/4, Y4/5 can play Y4/5 and
Y5/6 can play Y5/6.
9. Boys’ District Football
The boys’ district side will be run by DM, MR and Peter Maynard. BDSFA is also
grateful to members of staff who helped out during the season. Special thanks
are especially given to Graeme Farquhar following twelve years of service.
Last season, BDSFA ran both an ‘A’ and a ‘B’ squad, meaning a record amount
of pupils represented their district: Nathan Solomon (Southwood); Divine
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Mukasa (Roding); Alamin Kosoko (Richard Alibon); Somfechi Ukonu (Dorothy
Barley); Abhigyaan Pal (Dorothy Barley); Ibrahim Bangurah (Valence);
Emmanuel Mintah (Valence); Romir Mann (Rush Green); Aidon Shehu (Hunters
Hall); Amine Zafer (Gascoigne); Jethro Medine (Northbury); Matas Klimas
(Marsh Green); Aaron Balogun (Grafton); Rio Inayat (Valence); Kaobi Efobi
(Valence); Reece Jeffs (Hunters Hall); Eduard Iusco (Marks Gate); Riley Setters
(Godwin); Lewis Collingridge (Richard Alibon); Tolu Fabamifobee (George
Carey); Jermain Matthews (George Carey); Oliver Bourne (The Leys); Enzo
Pougoue-Ngalamou (The Leys); Imrane Aroui (Thames View); Frankie Ishmail
(Northbury)
DM reported that the team struggled in most competitions – yet managed to
win the Essex Finch League for only the fourth time in forty-one years! The
experiment of running two sides proved difficult and one that was not likely to
be repeated in the immediate future. That said, all the pupils were incredibly
well-behaved, enjoyed the experience of district football and provided
healthy numbers for the Jersey trip.
Trials for this year’s squad were held in September and the following pupils have
been selected: David Nkrumah (Grafton); Chinaza Nwosu (Valence); John
Bartram-Richards (Dorothy Barley); Lewis Skam (St Joseph’s Dagenham); Sion
Nurse (James Cambell); Shay Scott, Vinny Tidd, Airidas Golambeckis, Frankie
Hills (all Richard Alibon); Toby Akinyimika (Roding); Brandon Jones (Marks
Gate); Louie Hart (Five Elms); Gabriel De Sa, Emilis Lenkevicius (Ripple).
The team has been entered in the Essex SFA Finch League, London SFA Lester
Finch Trophy, London SFA Crisp Shield, Premier League 9-a-sides and the Essex
7-a-side tournament. In addition, they will play a number of other
representative matches. Home games will usually take place on Saturdays at
May & Baker: 10:30 a.m. kick off.
Thanks to teachers who have assisted in the selection of the district side by
putting players forward and relaying messages to pupils/parents.
Congratulations to former player and England SFA U18 international Max
Watters who has signed a professional contract with Doncaster Rovers, showing
that there is a route through to professional football without going through the
academy system. Well done too to Idris Kanu who scored his first EFL goal for
Port Vale earlier in the season.
10. Girls’ District Football
The girls’ district side was run for the eleventh season by CW, with support from
Paul Squibb and Liane Prior.
The team was: Maria Omotayo (Roding); Ianna Msekwa (George Carey);
Abigail Asare, Miquelleh Meade, Ellie Mai Morgan (all Henry Green); Kayla
Grain (Richard Alibon); Holly Anderson (Grafton)
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In addition, the following pupils were called into the squad at various points in
the season: Ella Turner (Valence); Kirsten McNaughton, Elishah-Oliviae Mintah
Adarkwah (both George Carey).
The team enjoyed its most successful season ever, winning the London Girls’
League and Essex 7-a-side titles as well as finishing as runners-up in the Southern
Counties Cup. They exited the SE 9-a-side finals 10-9 on penalties at the semifinal stage – the two teams who reached the SE final also ended up as national
champions and runners-up.
They also played a number of friendlies, including a trip to Gloucester and a
warm-up game against JRCS.
Captain Emily Brown ended the season as the girls’ all-time leading scorer, with
four of the squad joining Dagenham & Redbridge, two joining Arsenal and one
joining West Ham United.
CW gave mention to several former players: Olivia Smith was selected on
several occasions to play for England U19s and is now receiving a 100%
scholarship at the University of Oklahoma; Klesha Darroux is also studying in
America and playing for the Eastern Florida Titans; Andreya Ezekiel-Meade
scored in the national sixth form colleges final as Barking Abbey retained their
title once again as well as making an appearance in the WSL2 for Tottenham
Hotspur.
Trials for this year’s squad have taken place with larger numbers selected due
to the increase in 9-a-side matches. The team is: Miquelleh Meade, Ellie Mai
Morgan, Mei Wang (all Henry Green); Kayla Grain (Richard Alibon); Kirsten
McNaughton, Elishah-Oliviae Mintah Adarkwah (both George Carey); Jessie
English (Roding); Kaltrina Ibrahimi (William Ford); Violette Sharpe (Gascoigne);
Lily-Mae Elsey (Northbury); Ruby Abela (Dorothy Barley); Kezia Owusu-Abeiye
(Valence).
The team has been entered into the London Girls’ League and will also play in
the Woking Festival, Essex 7-a-sides, South East Cup, Southern Counties Cup
and the Premier League Tournament.
CW will be organising the county girls’ competition and the London Girls’
League (with fifteen teams, the largest district girls’ competition in the country).
CW will also be meeting with ESFA’s Phil Harding and regional RTC manager
Sharon Brownlie to discuss the future of girls’ district football in the South East.
11. Election of New Committee
•
•
•

Chairman – Dave Moore (nominated by LW, seconded by DR)
Secretary – Chris Wilding (nominated by LW, seconded by DM)
Treasurer – Dave Moore (nominated by CW, seconded by PS)
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12. A.O.B.
Adults Other Than Teachers/Referees –
Members were advised that the previously applied rules regarding AOTTs are
no longer in place. English Schools FA advise that if the Headteacher of a
school has allowed an individual to take charge of a team, the Headteacher
remains in overall control and takes responsibility.
BDSFA advises that it is good practice for a qualified teacher to be present at
all times at matches and reserves the right to prevent individuals from taking
responsibility for teams in competition if the committee deem them
inappropriate and/or unfit to do so.
Website – Please use it: www.bdsfa.bdcs.org.uk. BDSFA also has a presence on
Twitter. Members are encouraged to follow us @bdsfa1.
Match Reports – The Barking and Dagenham Post continue to sponsor Primary
Schools’ football and match reports should be emailed to Lee Power, FAO
Barking & Dagenham Post Sports Desk to dagenhampost.sport@archant.co.uk.
They can also be posted on the BDSFA website. Send them via email to Chris
Wilding.
LBBD Lottery – Please promote and support BDSFA’s Barking & Dagenham
Lottery page. It costs £1 per ticket and if players select BDSFA as a good cause,
we get 50p, with 10p going into the community pot for distribution amongst all
the good causes who have signed up. This will become a vital source of funding
in the years ahead. https://www.lotterybd.co.uk/support/barking-anddagenham-schools-football-association
Use of Goals Centre – available free for schools until 5 p.m. upon application.
Only borough schools may play there. Bookings must be made by the school
office. Schools are reminded that this facility is kindly given without charge and
parents/pupils/staff should respect the premises accordingly. Correct
supervision is necessary at all times. Studded boots are not permitted on the
pitches.
Use of other schools – We are very fortunate in Barking & Dagenham as schools
with pitches generally recognise the need to help other schools get fixtures
played on their premises. Please remember that you are guests and to ensure
players/parents/staff behave appropriately. One school has felt the need to
ban another because of parents’ behaviour. This is regrettable; members are
reminded that Codes of Conduct can be downloaded from the BDSFA website
for adaptation and distribution.
Health & Safety – Teachers in charge of football, as part of their ongoing Risk
Assessment, need to maintain vigilance with regard to suitable footwear. There
is no direct instruction regarding studs or blades although steel studs are not
advisable. Studs/blades are preferable on grass, particularly in slippy
conditions. However, if the ground is hard, trainers or astro-boots/moulds, may
be more suitable. A common sense approach is encouraged. It is the
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teacher/referee’s responsibility to check footwear is appropriate. Shin guards
however are necessary in all structured or organised matches/training. If an
injury takes place, particularly if caused by studded boots, and a pupil is not
wearing shin guards, teachers may find themselves open to legal proceedings.
Transport – Teachers are reminded that anyone assisting in school arranged
transportation of pupils to matches should be CRB checked. In addition,
schools should obtain copies of a valid driving license, car tax, MOT and fully
comprehensive insurance for business use. An alternative to this is to adopt a
“meet me there” policy with teachers playing no role in assisting with
arrangements. The onus is then with the parents to arrange transport. Pupils
under 135cm require booster seats. Journeys further than seven miles require
completion of an EVA1 form from the borough. These can be obtained from
Nicola Young at LBBD. Fords have a minibus available for community use (0208
5262460) if required.
Welfare – The Child Welfare Officer for BDSFA is Dave Moore.
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Barking and Dagenham Schools’ Football
Association (Primary)
Chairman’s Report for the BDSFA AGM (31st October 2018)
It has again been an honour to be chairman of BDSFA for the past year. My
aim has been to maintain and enhance the excellent tradition and reputation
of the BDSFA. It has been a privilege to work with colleagues who have the
same priorities. It has been a demanding and yet very enjoyable year.
I am grateful for the support and understanding of head teachers, colleagues
and committee members when there have been any difficulties. Practical
solutions and a positive approach have always allowed us to move forward.
I am impressed and inspired by the efforts of all staff who give up so much time
to provide football opportunities for pupils in our schools. Their commitment and
enthusiasm are truly appreciated. Goodwill and a sense of humour have also
helped!
Enormous thanks to Chris Wilding for his commitment and professionalism in
carrying out his role as BDSFA secretary. His leadership qualities have been
significant in sustaining and developing schools’ football in the borough.
Behind the scenes, he has been instrumental in addressing a number of key
issues. His planning, creativity and liaison with interested parties help to provide
pathways for future initiatives. Chris has played a leading and integral part in
the promotion and development of girls’ football in the borough and indeed
beyond.
I must express my thanks to Graeme Farquhar who is now working in another
borough. Graeme is a life member of BDSFA and as such, we hope he will be
able to continue to support the association and its activities. Graeme has been
my co-district manager for many years and I am very grateful for his support in
this role. He has also been secretary for several competitions in the borough
and his departure has left a significant gap. I wish Graeme a well-earned ‘rest’
and hope he may return to Barking and Dagenham at some time in the future.
We are grateful to Martin Rose for his assistance at district matches and in
particular for coming to Jersey with the district team. Similarly, thanks go to Paul
Squibb and Lianne Prior for their help with the girls’ district team. Further thanks
go to Peter Duggins, (another life member of the BDSFA) who provides support
whenever possible and we are also pleased to have the services of Harry
Evangeli whenever he is available to referee. Thanks are extended to Peter
Coppin who at one time was actively involved in our schools’ football. He
continues to provide the Association with an independent, critical eye as
auditor of the accounts.
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Thanks are extended to Chris again for updating and developing the excellent
website. This is full of information and one of the best school football websites
around. Twitter is a communication strategy now in use and is effective in
advertising/promoting events, sharing successes and general interaction.
Finances continue to require careful management. We continue to seek
sponsors and new ideas to support the future of schools’ football in Barking and
Dagenham. We are grateful to those who have provided financial help or
support in some way. Our website shows a list of such ‘supporters.’ The list is
slowly but surely growing.
Opportunities are provided for hundreds of pupils to participate and enjoy
football in the borough. Competitions organised by BDSFA have again been
well supported by schools and I extend my congratulations to all individual
schools that were ‘successful’ in 2017 – 18.
The Primary Schools’ District teams have had an excellent season. The boys
won the Essex league and the girls won the Essex 7 asides and the London girls’
league. We took a brilliant group of district boys to the English Schools’ Festival
of Soccer in Jersey. The players were excellent ambassadors for the schools in
the borough. Thank you to the many head teachers who make a donation
towards the cost of the Jersey trip. It was an outstanding experience for the
boys involved.
We are experiencing an additional workload at present. We are just about
coping with the demands of organising competitions and events. We need
more help in this respect and of course many hands make light work. Can I
please encourage colleagues to volunteer to organise perhaps one
competition or event. We can support you and give help and advice on what
is needed, so please don’t be backward in coming forward to help.
The Committee has regularly received and reviewed updates regarding
safeguarding, child welfare etc. These remain a priority in football. The
Association continues to be involved in promoting good practice.
I know you will continue to inspire pupils to enjoy their football and to play
matches in a fair but competitive manner. You will know by now that we place
great emphasis on respect and sportsmanship. Each year I ask you all to
maintain the ethos and values that are so important in Schools’ football. We all
like to win, but there are more important aspects to what we do. We are
educators and we educate through football.
Thank you for your continued support and I wish you all a fantastic season
ahead.
Dave Moore
BDSFA Chairman
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Barking and Dagenham Schools’ Football
Association (Primary)
Secretary’s report for AGM 31st October 2018
As another year ticks by, BDSFA competitions continue to thrive, providing our
pupils with invaluable education experiences that will stay with them for life. The
honour of representing your school is one that should not be underestimated; it is
wonderful to see so many children given the opportunity to do so.
High numbers continue to enter our competitions. Thirty-two schools have entered
the Barking & Dagenham Cup/Trophy and sixteen have entered the Netbusterz
Girls’ League. The Monteagle Shield for Girls has smashed its record for entries
and the Evans-Moore competitions continued to be well attended.
On behalf of the membership, I must formally thank Graeme Farquhar, who has
played such a large role in helping to run some of these borough competitions over
recent years. At one point or another, he has organised the Evans-Moore Cup,
Evans-Moore Plate, Monteagle Shield, Barking & Dagenham Post Cup and
Barking & Dagenham Post Trophy.
Graeme has now moved on to pastures new, meaning that his duties are currently
being shared by Dave Moore and myself. Whilst we are happy to take over this
workload on a temporary basis, it would be appreciated if other BDSFA members
could assist with competition secretary roles in particular.
As well as volunteers, the other key hurdle we now face as an association is that
of funding. For three seasons, we received a grant from the Premier League,
ensuring that our district teams were able to thrive, operating at the highest
standards possible. That money is no longer available and district grants from
English Schools’ FA have been allocated elsewhere.
All borough competitions now have sponsors – thank you to Joe Appleyard, Dave
Moore, the Barking & Dagenham Post and Aaron Hunwicks from Ballerz for their
assistance; supermarket ‘token’ schemes have helped provide funds for specific
projects; the Barking & Dagenham Lottery scheme has provided a welcome
income stream. However, we must continue to look out for opportunities to raise
money so that our good work can continue.
Despite the challenges, both of our district teams enjoyed success last season,
with the boys winning the Essex SFA Finch League for the first time in five years.
Thank you to Dave Moore, Martin Rose and Graeme Farquhar for running the team
– and thank you to Peter Maynard who has volunteered to join the management
set-up this year.
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Dave also contributes a large amount of ‘unseen’ work: attending county SFA
meetings; organising the Jersey trip; liaising with key partners; acting as
Safeguarding Officer, Treasurer and Chairman; as well as spearheading the boys’
district management team. This work provides all sorts of opportunities for the
borough’s young people and I must thank him on behalf of all for his tireless work.
The girls’ district team had a wonderful campaign, lifting the Essex 7-a-side and
London Girls’ League trophies. They also reached the final of the Southern
Counties Cup, conceding just six minutes away from the end of extra-time. It was
also a hard luck story in the South East 9-a-sides as they bowed out 10-9 on
penalties in the semi-finals. I was very grateful for the assistance of Paul Squibb
and Liane Prior once again – as well as Stefan Scott who helped out at the Woking
Festival in April.
A handful of former district players continue to make their footballing journeys as
they gain experience of high-level senior football. Ex-England schoolboy Max
Watters signed with Doncaster Rovers and Idris Kanu recently scored his first EFL
goal on loan at Port Vale from parent club Peterborough United. Andreya EzekielMeade made her debut for Tottenham Ladies in the WSL 2 and Olivia Smith
represented her country once again in October’s Euro-U19s qualifiers, earning yet
more international caps to her collection.
BDSFA competitions for this season will be:
• Barking and Dagenham Post Cup & Trophy (9-a-side, all schools);
• Evans-Moore Cup (7-a-side, all schools);
• Evans-Moore Plate (7-a-side, B team players only, no Academy, District or
players who took part in the Evans-Moore Cup);
• Monteagle Shield (5-a-side, all schools, girls only);
• Ballerz Girls’ League (7-a-side, all schools, girls only).
BDSFA has affiliated to London Schools’ FA, Essex Schools’ FA and English Schools’
FA. Individual schools are welcome to participate in their competitions, including The
Parish Cup (9-a-side) and The Jim Smith Memorial Trophy (7-a-side).
BDSFA will nominate schools to represent the borough in the Danone Cup, Community
Cup and London Youth Games.

Chris Wilding
BDSFA Secretary
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Barking and Dagenham Schools’ Football
Association (Primary)
Overall Balance Sheet for 2017-18
Non District (Borough)
CREDIT = £317.75

Expenses £605.75

Income £923.50

District
DEFECIT = £591.47

Expenses £3249.52

Income £2658.05

SO overall DEFECIT = £273.72

Total brought forward from last year = £2232.63
£2232.63 (B/F) - £273.72 (Defecit this year )

As at Aug 31st 2018 actual amount in bank

=

£1958.91 Overall Credit
= £1758.91

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DM holds £200
Therefore actual amount in funds is £ 1758.91 + £200 =

£1958.91

£1958.91 to be carried forward to season 2018-19
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